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setsNEW

over 30

Mr. Oz's Space Car
71475    AGES 8+    350 PIECES

$29.99

Space Base and  
Rocket Launchpad
60434    AGES 8+    1,422 PIECES

$134.99

In space shuttle mode 
the set measures over 

6.5" long!

A crane, spaceship, 
truck, 6 minifigures, 

robot and 2 alien 
figures and more!

Space Astronaut
31152    AGES 9+    647 PIECES

$54.99

Stands over  
10.5" tall!

Models  
cannot be built 
simultaneously!

3 models in 1: 
an astronaut figure, 
a space dog and a 

space viper jet!

The space base 
measures over  

13" high!

A toy vehicle  
that transforms into  

a space rover or  
a space shuttle!

SEE ALL CURRENT 
OFFERS ON

LEGO.COM

CREATIVITY THAT’S  
OUT OF THIS WORLD

Discover a universe of LEGO® sets designed to  
captivate space fans, from the Mars Rover to the Milky 

Way. Explore and stargaze with space-themed sets from 
LEGO Friends and LEGO City, or build interplanetary 

vehicles from the LEGO DREAMZzz™ universe. And take 
one small step for man, one giant leap for minifigures 

with a new series of space-inspired characters.

Shop online at LEGO.com, where you’ll get  
free shipping over $35, or in a LEGO Store,  

where our expert Brick Specialists are always  
ready to help. And join LEGO Insiders for  

great rewards and more!

Air-lock included! 
Connect Space your 

way – see page  
11 for details.

SCAN HERE FOR 

MORE SPACE SETS!

LEGO® Sets for 
space fans
AGES 3+

LEGO® Star Wars™

AGES 6+

LEGO®  
Harry Potter™

AGES 7+

LEGO® Friends
AGES 5+

LEGO® | Disney
AGES 6+

LEGO® brick-based 
merchandise
AGES 10+

LEGO® Minecraft®

AGES 8+

LEGO® NINJAGO®

AGES 14+

LEGO®  
Speed Champions
AGES 9+

LEGO® Icons
AGES 18+

LEGO®  
Architecture
AGES 18+

LEGO® Ideas
AGES 18+
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Planet Earth and  
Moon in Orbit

42179    AGES 10+    526 PIECES

$74.99

The model  
measures over  

9" high! 

See how the Earth 
and the Moon orbit 

around the Sun!

Includes printed 
details of months and 

moon phases!

Mars Space Base and Rocket

42605    AGES 8+    981 PIECES

$79.99

The set with  
rocket measures over  

8" high!

Includes  
3 LEGO® Friends  
mini-dolls and  
a cat figure!

Air-lock included! 
Connect Space your 

way – see page  
11 for details.
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Air-lock included! 
Connect Space your 

way – see page  
11 for details.

Air-lock included! 
Connect Space your 

way – see page  
11 for details.

Surface Space Loader LT78

42178    AGES 8+    435 PIECES

$34.99

VTOL Heavy Cargo 
Spaceship LT81

42181    AGES 10+    1,365 PIECES

$109.99

VENTURE INTO SPACE

Measures over  
3.5" high, 8" long  

and 7" wide!

Kids can raise the  
operator’s cab and raise and 

lower the crane to pick up  
and move the cargo!

Young space explorers can  
grab the handle, rotate the engines, 

and marvel at the self-leveling  
cockpit as they play out different 

flying maneuvers!

Features include rotating  
engines, a self-leveling cockpit  

and a grab handle!

 Includes an  
opening cargo  

pod with space for  
the included mini  

space rover!

Measures over 
7" high, 20" long 
and 18.5" wide!

FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $35    |    5

Air-lock included! 
Connect Space your 

way – see page  
11 for details.

Mars Crew Exploration Rover

42180    AGES 11+    1,599 PIECES

Prepare for your mission to Mars with the  
LEGO® Technic™ Mars Crew Exploration Rover. Test 
out the suspension that lets the rover travel over 
Martian landscapes. Steer it into position. Use the 
crane to lift the robot rover, tools and fuel reactor. 
Check out the crew’s living quarters or examine 
equipment used by the astronauts, including 
sample containers and gas and water canisters.

$149.99

Find more  
LEGO® Technic™

products online!

This space building set 
includes an expanding truck  

bed, suspension, a moving crane, 
elevator, generator, beacons, 

companion rover, living  
quarters and cockpit!

The model reflects how rovers 
adapt from being compact for 

transportation to expanding when 
they carry cargo after landing!

Measures over  
9" high, 17" long and 

8" wide, when expanded!

NASA Insignia and identifiers provided and used with permission of NASA.
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ZOOM INTO ACTION

NASA Mars Rover Perseverance

42158    AGES 10+    1,132 PIECES

  CHOKING HAZARD (1,3). Not for under 3 yrs.

Ready for your mission to Mars? It’s time to build a 
replica model of NASA’s Mars Perseverance Rover 
and its companion helicopter Ingenuity. Check out 
the articulated suspension that lets the rover travel 
across uneven surfaces on all 6 wheels. Try the 
advanced 2-mode steering and move the rover’s 
arm. Explore further with the AR app that reveals 
details about Mars, the rover and its mission.

$99.99

Features 360° steering, movable arms and fully  
articulated suspension that lets the vehicle travel across  

uneven surfaces, plus buildable scientific instruments!

This set includes a buildable toy  
version of NASA’s Ingenuity helicopter, which 

accompanied the Perseverance Rover and was 
used to test powered flight on Mars!

Measures over  
9" high, 12.5" long  

and 9" wide!

NASA Insignia and identifiers provided and used with permission 

of NASA. Patent No. D673,482. JPL logo provided and used with 

permission of the California Institute of Technology.

Find more  
LEGO® Technic™

products online!

FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $35    |    7

Air-lock included! 
Connect Space your 

way – see page  
11 for details.

Space Explorer Rover and Alien Life

60431    AGES 6+    311 PIECES

$34.99

Space Science Lab

60439    AGES 6+    560 PIECES

$34.99

This space exploration 
building set includes everything 

kids need to create a space 
rover, geyser setting, 2 space 
crew minifigures and robot  

and alien action figures!

Kids fold out the laboratory to unveil  
a botanical tower of alien plants, a control 

room, sleeping quarters and a kitchen  
with toy juice and water dispensers!

Includes a space  
science lab, rover vehicle, 
drone, 2 minifigures and  

an alien figure!

Measures over  
5" high, 8.5" wide  

and 5.5" deep!

The space rover  
measures over 4" high,  
8.5" long and 5" wide!

Futuristic space car  
with chunky tires and 
advanced suspension  

for rough terrain!

Find more  
LEGO® City 
products online!
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Air-lock included! 
Connect Space your 

way – see page  
11 for details.

Interstellar Spaceship

60430    AGES 6+    240 PIECES

$19.99

Command Rover and Crane Loader

60432    AGES 7+    758 PIECES

$84.99

Space Construction Mech

60428    AGES 6+    140 PIECES

$10.99

TRAVEL THROUGH THE COSMOS

Measures over  
1.5" high, 8.5" long  

and 6.5" wide!

Creative play with a 
drone bot that converts 

to a jetpack!

Stands over  
4" tall!

Includes a mech suit, 
robot, planet scene with 

crystal elements and  
a minifigure!

With a rover, planet scene, 
4 minifigures and robot and 

alien action figures!

The space  
rover measures over  
4.5" high, 13" long  

and 5.5" wide!

FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $35    |    9

Air-lock included! 
Connect Space your 

way – see page  
11 for details.

Find more  
LEGO® City 
products online!

Modular Space Station

60433    AGES 7+    1,097 PIECES

  CHOKING HAZARD (1,3). Not for under 3 yrs.

Join the space crew aboard the LEGO® City  
Modular Space Station. This futuristic space 
ring is an orbiting anchor for docking 
spacecraft and room pod modules, including 
a satellite, space bike, shuttle, science lab, 
repair workshop, kitchen, sleeping quarters 
and a biodome. Switch the modules around to 
create your own space station design or join 
them to the shuttle to form a cool space train!

$109.99

Spaceship and Asteroid Discovery

60429    AGES 4+    126 PIECES

  CHOKING HAZARD (1,3). Not for under 3 yrs.

$19.99

Kids can pilot the 
spaceship to shuttle  

the room pods to and  
from the station!

Treat a budding astronaut  
with this Modular Space Station  

model playset, an orbiting anchor  
for docking spacecraft and  

detailed room pods!

The complete  
space station measures  

over 3.5" high, 15.5" wide  
and 13.5" deep!

Includes  
6 minifigures!

Kids can play  
landing a spaceship on an 

asteroid, use the crane to lift  
the meteorite containing toy 
energy crystals and carry out  

tests at the space lab!

The spaceship  
measures over  

5.5" long!
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Series 26 Space

71046    AGES 5+    9 PIECES

  CHOKING HAZARD (1).  
 Not for under 3 yrs.

$4.99

Mr. Oz's Spacebus

71460    AGES 9+    878 PIECES

  CHOKING HAZARD (1,3).  
 Not for under 3 yrs.

Give kids aged 9+ a wild ride 
into the dream world with the 
LEGO® DREAMZzz™ building set 
Mr. Oz’s Spacebus. Based on 
the exciting TV show, it lets kids 
build Mr. Oz’s space shuttle bus 
and fill it with minifigures of 
important characters, including 
Mateo and Mr. Oz, who will help 
save the dream world from a 
band of nightmare creatures.

$99.99

EXPLORE NEW WORLDS

Find more  
LEGO® DREAMZzz™

products online!

*Only 1 of 12 individual minifigures in each mystery box. Unfortunately, we cannot accommodate 

requests for specific minifigures – and some minifigures may be more difficult to find than others. 

Go to LEGO.com for more information on LEGO® Minifigures products.

Kids can choose to  
customize the space toy with 
rockets and blasters or build 
a huge cannon, starfighter 

and mini-spaceship to 
accompany it!

Measures over 
 4.5" high, 16" long 

and 13" wide!

Expand a LEGO® fan’s 
collection of minifigures 

with 1 of 12 space 
characters!

12
TO COLLECT

FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $35   |    11

Air-lock included! 
Connect Space your 

way – see below 
 for details.

The air-lock is a brand-
new LEGO® element that  
lets you connect your 
LEGO City, LEGO Friends 
and LEGO Technic™ space 
sets with one click!

Scan here to see it in action!

Space Research Rover

42602    AGES 8+    514 PIECES

$49.99

Measures over  
4.5" high, 6.5" long  

and 4.5" wide!

Includes  
2 mini-dolls, a space dog  

and 2 alien figures!

Stargazing Camping Vehicle

42603    AGES 7+    364 PIECES

$29.99

Find more  
LEGO® Friends 
products online!

Includes Nova and  
Aliya mini-dolls, plus a 
dog and a hedgehog!

Kids can make their  
own constellations using 

the planets and stars!

Measures over  
3.5" high, 4.5" long  

and 2.5" wide!

Lots of science playset 
accessories, including a camera 

and a magnifying glass!
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3in1 Space Shuttle Adventure

10422    AGES 3+    58 PIECES

Blast off on a space mission with your toddler.  
This 3in1 rocket set fills playtimes with intergalactic 
fun as preschoolers boldly go in search of friendly 
aliens. Toddlers aged 3+ develop as they hone fine 
motor skills and self-expression through creative 
role play. This versatile spaceship toy rebuilds into 
2 more vehicles so there’s always a fresh adventure 
ready to be launched!

$59.99

LAUNCH INTO PLAYTIME

Find more  
LEGO® DUPLO®

products online!

The main rocket  
ship measures over  
13" high, 7" wide  
and 7.5" deep!

Toddlers hone fine motor  
skills as they turn the winch, spin  

the propellor and open the doors, and 
develop their creativity by building  

a variety of space vehicles!

With a variety of colorful  
bricks and toy accessories, plus an 

alien and 2 LEGO® DUPLO® astronaut 
figures, toddlers invent infinite,  
open-ended space adventures!

Light brick  
included!

FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $35    |    13
NASA Insignia and identifiers provided and used with permission of NASA. This product is developed  

in collaboration with the European Space Agency (ESA) for the purpose of fostering children’s interest  

in space science. ESA is not involved in the manufacturing and commercialisation of this product.

Space Roller Coaster

31142    AGES 9+    874 PIECES

Take a trip to a space-themed amusement park 
and enjoy the amazing rides! Jump in a cart for 
a fast-moving ride on a Space Roller Coaster 
with an asteroid and meteor. Next, rebuild it into 
a drop tower and travel to the top before you 
plummet back to the ground, or spin around in a 
mini space rocket or space shuttle on a carousel. 
The choice is yours with this supercool 3in1 set.

$109.99

Space Shuttle

31134    AGES 6+    144 PIECES

  CHOKING HAZARD (1,3).  
 Not for under 3 yrs.

$9.99

Find more  
LEGO® Creator 
products online!

3 models in 1:
Build a Space Shuttle and 

rebuild into a posable astronaut 
or a spaceship!

3 models in 1:
Build a a Space Roller Coaster,  
a drop tower and a carousel!

Measures over 
10.5" high, 10.5" wide 

and 22" deep!

The roller coaster has  
a winding track where 3 carts 
can zoom around surrounded 

by planets, shooting stars  
and meteors!

Light brick included!

Measures over  
2.5" high, 5" long  

and 6" wide!
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Creative Space Planets

11037    AGES 5+    450 PIECES

  CHOKING HAZARD (1,3). Not for under 3 yrs.

$34.99

Tales of the Space Age

21340    AGES 18+    688 PIECES

  

$49.99

REACH FOR THE STARS

Find more  
LEGO® Ideas 
products online!

Find more  
LEGO® Classic  
products online!

A guide features  
10 alternative building 

suggestions, including an 
8-planet solar system!

The space rocket  
measures over 5" high!

Each buildable postcard measures 
over 5.5" high, 3.5" wide and 1" deep and 

can be displayed freestanding or hung on the wall!

Tell Tales of the Space Age  
in LEGO® style with these buildable postcard 

models, inspired by 1980s sci-fi myths,  
movies, books and posters!

FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $35    |    15

The Milky Way Galaxy

31212    AGES 18+    3,091 PIECES

Explore the wonder of the Milky Way by creating a stunning piece 
of art with this LEGO® building kit. Assemble your artwork with 3,091 
layered LEGO bricks and pieces for an awe-inspiring 3D effect that 
boasts incredible depth and texture. While you build, listen to the 
Soundtrack, which will immerse you in details about the Milky Way 
before you hang this impressive piece of home decor on the wall.

$199.99

Find more  
LEGO® Art 
products online!

Builders can scan a QR code 
in the building instructions booklets 

to discover more about the Milky 
Way through the set’s specially 

curated Soundtrack!

Measures over  
15.5" high, 25.5" wide  

and 2" deep!
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NASA Space Shuttle Discovery

10283    AGES 18+    2,354 PIECES

NASA’s Space Shuttle Discovery is arguably the most 
famous spacecraft of the past 40 years. Traveling 
over 148 million miles, it has unlocked mysteries of 
our solar system, broadening our understanding 
of the universe. Now you can mark this grand 
accomplishment of space exploration by building 
an incredibly detailed LEGO® version of the iconic 
shuttle, complete with the Hubble Space Telescope.

 

$199.99

EXPAND YOUR HORIZONS

Measures over  
8.5" high and 

21" long!

A great gift for space enthusiasts or adults  
looking for a new building project! Check out all the authentic  

features, including the opening payload 
bay, retractable landing gear, opening 

cockpit, moving elevons, space arm,  
plus 5 seats for the crew!

FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $35    |    17

NASA Artemis Space Launch System

10341    AGES 18+    3,601 PIECES

Count down to a mindful building project with the  
LEGO® Icons NASA Artemis Space Launch System set 
for adults. This NASA-inspired LEGO model features 
a multistage rocket with 2 solid-fuel boosters, an 
Orion capsule and a detailed mobile launch tower. 
Explore the intricacies of rocket launch systems as 
you craft each detail of this impressive model.

 

$259.99

Find more  
LEGO® Icons 
products online!

Includes a mobile 
space launch tower 

and a multistage 
rocket model!

Enjoy an immersive building experience 
before putting your creation on display for 

all to explore and enjoy!

Measures over  
27.5" high, 10.5" wide  

and 12" deep!

Launch tower with 
retractable umbilicals, 

rocket support and 
crew bridge!

NASA Insignia and identifiers provided and used with permission of NASA. This product is developed  

in collaboration with the European Space Agency (ESA) for the purpose of fostering children’s interest  

in space science. ESA is not involved in the manufacturing and commercialisation of this product.
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Paz Vizsla™ and Moff Gideon™ Battle

75386    AGES 7+    289 PIECES

  CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Mos Espa Podrace™ Diorama

75380    AGES 18+    718 PIECES

$79.99

RELIVE THE ACTION

FIND ALL  
LEGO® STAR WARS™  
DIORAMAS ONLINE!

This unique set includes  
authentically detailed LEGO® brick models  

of Anakin Skywalker’s Podracer and 
 his rival Sebulba’s Podracer!

Measures over 
4.5" high, 12" wide 

and 5.5" deep!

Measures over 
5" high, 7.5" wide 

and 3" deep!

Includes 4 minifigures:  
Paz Vizsla™, Moff Gideon™ and  
2 Imperial Praetorian Guards™!

The Mandalorian base  
features a door-slamming trigger 

and stud-shooting turret!

FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $35    |    19

TIE Interceptor™

75382    AGES 18+    1,931 PIECES

Spark memories of classic Star Wars™ saga action  
with this LEGO® Star Wars Ultimate Collector Series 
buildable TIE Interceptor model for adults. The iconic  
TIE Interceptor starfighter was part of the first-ever  
launch of LEGO Star Wars UCS sets in the year 2000;  
now it’s back and redesigned for even greater 
authenticity. Revel in buildable details, such  
as its distinctive wings, cockpit interior,  
laser cannons and rear engine.

 

$229.99

© & ™ Lucasfilm Ltd.

Place your TIE Interceptor on the 
brick-built display stand, which has an 
information plaque, a LEGO® Star Wars™ 
25th anniversary brick and space for the 

TIE Pilot™ and Mouse Droid™!

Measures over 
12.5" high, 16" long 

and 13" wide!

Use neat building techniques  
to recreate the TIE Interceptor’s 
distinctive wing design, detailed 
cockpit with an opening hatch,  

laser cannons and more!
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Ambush on Mandalore™ Battle Pack

75373    AGES 6+    109 PIECES

  CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

$19.99

Captain Rex™ Y-Wing™ Microfighter

75391    AGES 6+    99 PIECES

  CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

$12.99

The Phantom Menace™

40676    AGES 10+    732 PIECES

$54.99

DEFEND THE GALAXY

Measures over 
3" high, 6.5" wide 

and 3.5" deep!

4 collectible  
LEGO® Star Wars™ 

minifigures, each with 
jetpack elements!

Measures over 
1" high, 4.5" long 

and 3" wide!

This miniature-scale 
LEGO® Star Wars™ starfighter has a 
cockpit with space for a minifigure 

and 2 stud shooters!

Includes 6 LEGO® figures: Jar Jar Binks™, 
Anakin Skywalker ™, Queen Amidala™, Captain Panaka™, 

Qui-Gon Jinn™ and Darth Maul ™, with authentic 
accessory elements!

The 6 figures each measure 
over 2.5" high, 1.5" wide 

and 2" deep!
Rekindle memories of an epic  

story with this build-and-display set of  
LEGO® Star Wars™ BrickHeadz™ figures!

Includes a buildable  
rock/cave, stud-shooting cannon 
and thermal detonator element!

FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $35    |    21

Darth Maul's Sith Infiltrator™

75383    AGES 9+    640 PIECES

$69.99

Luke Skywalker™  
X-Wing™ Mech

75390    AGES 6+    195 PIECES

  CHOKING HAZARD (1).  
 Not for under 3 yrs.

$15.99

© & ™ Lucasfilm Ltd.

Find more  
LEGO® Star Wars™

products online!

Exclusive minifigure  
Saw Gerrera™

Darth  
Maul ™

Includes 4  
minifigures!

Measures over 
3" high, 11" long 
and 7.5" wide!

Features foldout wings for flight, 
retractable landing gear, 2 spring-loaded 
shooters and a trigger-operated hatch to 

release the 3 DRK-1 Probe Droids from 
the front compartment!

Recreate Darth Maul’s Sith  
Infiltrator and Bloodfin speeder, and play 

out Star Wars: The Phantom Menace scenes 
with this building toy for kids!

Qui-Gon  
Jinn™

Anakin  
Skywalker™

Stands over  
5" tall!

Includes a Luke Skywalker™ 
LEGO® minifigure with a lightsaber 

and blaster pistol!

The mech has posable  
hands, arms, legs and feet, an 
opening minifigure cockpit and 
adjustable X-wing jetpack, plus  

a large lightsaber and stud- 
shooting blaster!
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Hogwarts™ Castle:  
Potions Class

76431    AGES 8+   397 PIECES

  CHOKING HAZARD (1).  
 Not for under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Ollivanders™ & Madam  
Malkin's Robes

76439    AGES 8+    744 PIECES

  CHOKING HAZARD (1).  
 Not for under 3 yrs.

$89.99

RECREATE ENCHANTING MOMENTS

Measures over 
3" high, 5" wide  

and 3.5" deep before 
opening up for play!

4 LEGO® minifigures  
including Severus Snape™  
and Hermione Granger™!

Rear view!

Connect the shops to  
each other and to other Diagon 

Alley™ sets, sold separately!

Features 2 foldout side  
walls, buildable shelves of wand 

boxes, including a removable box 
with Harry Potter’s wand inside, 

a ladder, 2 wand racks and 
26 wand elements!

Measures over 
7.5" high, 5" wide 

and 4" deep!

Includes 6  
LEGO® Harry Potter™  

minifigures!

Part of a series of modular  
Hogwarts™ Castle sets, sold separately!

The classroom opens up  
for easy play and features a 
blackboard, bottles of potion 

ingredient elements to mix 
in the cauldron and other 

accessories!

FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $35    |    23

Triwizard Tournament: The Arrival

76440    AGES 10+    1,229 PIECES

  CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

Travel to the Triwizard Tournament at Hogwarts™ in magical 
style! Join Igor Karkaroff and Viktor Krum aboard the 
Durmstrang Ship. Go below deck to rest in the sleeping 
quarters or have a snack in the living area. Or fly with 
Madame Maxime and Fleur Delacour in the Beauxbatons 
Carriage pulled by an Abraxan. Then compete for the 
Triwizard Cup under Barty Crouch Sr.’s watchful eye!

$139.99

Aragog in the Forbidden Forest™

76434    AGES 7+    195 PIECES

  CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

$19.99

WIZARDING WORLD and all related trademarks, characters, names, and indicia  

are © & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. Publishing Rights © JKR.

Model does  
not float!

The Durmstrang  
Ship model has living 
and sleeping quarters 

below deck!

The ‘flying’  
carriage has room for  

2 minifigures and is led by 
an Abraxan figure!

Includes 5 LEGO® Harry Potter ™ 
minifigures – Viktor Krum, Igor Karkaroff, 
Barty Crouch Sr., Madame Maxime and 
Fleur Delacour, plus accessory elements 

including the Goblet of Fire™!

Measures over 
2.5" high, 6" long 

and 7" wide!

Includes Harry Potter™  
and Ron Weasley™  

minifigures with wands  
and a lantern element!

Pose the magical  
creature figure’s legs,  
fangs and pedipalps!
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Hogwarts™ Castle: The Great Hall

76435    AGES 10+    1,732 PIECES

  CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

Enjoy a magical meal in the Great Hall at Hogwarts™ Castle. 
Look up at the floating candles and experience the illusion of 
sky above. Walk through the courtyard and down the steps 
to find the dungeon’s secret entrance. View the portraits in 
the dungeon’s corridor or relax in the Hufflepuff ™ common 
room. Then help Harry Potter™ and Hermione Granger™  
hide from the mountain troll in the bathroom!

$199.99

MEET MAGICAL CREATURES

WIZARDING WORLD and all related trademarks, characters, names, and 

indicia are © & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. Publishing Rights © JKR.

Rear view!

Build the Great Hall, courtyard and a  
dungeon with a secret entrance in the rockface, 

plus 3 rooms (bathroom, corridor and Hufflepuff ™ 
common room) that slide out for easy play!

Measures  
over 16" high,  
17.5" wide and  

8.5" deep!

The Great Hall is the main  
model in a series of modular sets 

(sold separately) that connect  
to create the most detailed  
LEGO® brick-built Hogwarts™  

Castle scene ever!

 Includes 10 minifigures: Harry Potter™,  
Ron Weasley™, Hermione Granger™, Albus Dumbledore™, 

Professor Quirrell, Leanne, Daphne Greengrass, Terry Boot, 
Professor Vector, the Fat Friar and a mountain troll figure!

Find more  
LEGO® Harry  
Potter™ products  
online!

FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $35    |    25

CREATE NEW ADVENTURES

Adventure Camp Tree House

42631    AGES 8+    1,128 PIECES

  CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

$129.99 Travel through the set  
looking for the hidden minibeasts 

and woodland creatures, including 
the beavers, who are building  
a dam, and the squirrel in its 

treetop bedroom!

Models do 
not float!

Measures over 
12.5" high, 17" wide  

and 13.5 deep!

This set comes with friends  
Leo, Aliya, Jamila and Olly, plus  

camp counselor Jonathan, and Leo  
and Olly have alternate faces to show 

their reactions as they take on  
new challenges!

Find more  
LEGO® Friends 
products online!

Beach Water Scooter

42623    AGES 5+    84 PIECES

  CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

$9.99

Models do not float!

Measures over 
4.5" high, 2.5" wide 

and 3.5" deep!

Includes 2 water 
scooters and LEGO® Friends 
mini-dolls Leo and Candi!
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Disney Snow White's Jewelry Box

43276    AGES 6+    358 PIECES

$44.99

STEP INTO THE STORY

Disney Princess Market Adventure

43246    AGES 6+    817 PIECES

Explore the Disney Princess Market Adventure 
to see what’s inside this LEGO® | Disney building 
set! Stop by the tailor shop and look for a new 
ball gown like Cinderella’s. Visit the treasure 
shop and find Ariel’s map. What’s that yummy 
smell? Tiana has gumbo and beignets cooking. 
Is there time for a nap before treasure hunting? 
The B&B has the best beds – just ask Aurora. 
Rest up… adventure awaits!

$99.99

Includes
2 collectible  

rings!

Tiana’s restaurant has  
storage space on top to hold the 

collectible rings and decorations, and 
the treasure shop has a buildable toy 

chest on top with treasure inside!

Includes a jewelry box,  
2 LEGO® | Disney mini-dolls  

and a play bracelet!

The jewelry box has a  
sword on a chain to lock the 
lid, plus 2 hidden rooms, one 

on each side, with play starters 
and space for endless role-play 

adventures and stories!

Measures over  
4.5" high, 6.5" wide  

and 4" deep!

The palace  
restaurant measures  

over 4.5" high, 6" wide  
and 4" deep!

FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $35    |    27

Find more  
LEGO® | Disney 
products online!

©Disney

Young Simba the Lion King

43247    AGES 18+    1,445 PIECES

  CHOKING HAZARD (1,3). Not for under 3 yrs.

Celebrate your passion for The Lion King with this 
Simba LEGO® | Disney sculpture with a rotating 
head! Embrace creative joy as you build a model of 
the young Lion King in celebration of The Lion King’s 
30th anniversary. Spend joyful time with a younger 
family member, building your model while they build 
the kids’ model of Simba the Lion King Cub. Once 
you’re done, display your models with pride.

$129.99

This building set for adults 
features a Simba animal figure 

in a classic pose with a movable 
head to celebrate The Lion 

King’s 30th anniversary!

This Simba animal figure  
makes a nostalgic display gift for 
movie-lovers or a treat for you or 

any other adult Disney fan!

This Simba animal figure  
can be built alongside the Simba the 
Lion King Cub buildable companion 

set (43243, sold separately) with  
a younger builder!

Stands over 
11.5" tall!
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UNCOVER SOMETHING SPECIAL

Be a LEGO® Insider!
Don’t miss out on all the great perks – like members-only 
rewards, discounts, communities, activities and more.  
You can even earn points when you register your sets! 

It’s free to join – what are you waiting for?

Scan here 
to join 

LEGO® Gift Card Terms and Conditions: LEGO Gift Cards and e-Gift Cards are valid at all North American  
LEGO Stores and at LEGO.com only. LEGO Gift Cards and e-Gift Cards cannot be used for purchase of LEGO products 
or services in other retail stores or in any LEGOLAND® location. LEGO Gift Cards and e-Gift Cards are redeemable for 
merchandise only and cannot be exchanged for cash except where required by law. For balance inquiries please visit any  
LEGO Store or call in English: 1-844-903-5346, in Spanish: 1-833-692-5346 or go to LEGO.com/gift-cards. Lost or stolen cards 
will not be replaced. Cards do not expire. No fees will be applied. For full terms and conditions go to LEGO.com/gift-cards.

Gift card designs 
subject to change.

GIVE THE GIFT THAT ALWAYS 

FITS WITH LEGO® GIFT CARDS

Buy Gift Cards  
or e-Gift Cards here  
or at a LEGO® Store!

CUSTOMER CARE CENTER PRODUCT SYMBOLS

FREE SHIPPING OFFER DETAILS
Free Shipping Every Day offer applies to online and catalog 
orders only. Qualifying purchase must be equal to or greater 
than $35 in merchandise only; any applicable taxes, Bricks 
& Pieces replacement parts orders or value of gift cards 
purchased do not apply to merchandise total. Once your 
order reaches $35, free shipping will automatically be added 
to your order. Free shipping is via standard ground service; 
upgrades do not apply. If you choose another shipping option, 
additional charges will apply. Standard order processing and 
delivery time is 3-8 days from the date of order. Free shipping 
valid only in the contiguous United States. The LEGO Group 
reserves the right to cancel or modify this promotion at any 
time without advance notice.

RETURNS
If for any reason you need to return your order, it’s easy and 
free! All returns or exchanges must be made within 90 days of 
receipt of your order. To get a free return label on LEGO.com, 
log into your account and go to your Order Status page. From 
there, click on “Return Items” and follow the instructions. 
If you don’t have access to a printer to print out your own 
label, call Customer Service at 1-844-903-5346. All refunds are 
made in the original payment method.

PRICE GUARANTEED DATES 
Prices in this catalog are guaranteed from  
June 10 to July 22, 2024.

LEGAL
LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Minifigure, the Baby Minifigure, the 
Mini-doll, the Brick and Knob configurations, DREAMZzz, the 
DREAMZzz logo, DUPLO, the DUPLO logo, the DUPLO figure, 
the DUPLO rabbit, the Yellow Cylindrical Head, NINJAGO, the 
NINJAGO logo, the FRIENDS logo, the Architecture logo, the 
ART logo, the City logo, the Classic logo, the Creator 3in1 
logo, the Icons logo, the Ideas logo, the MINIFIGURES logo, the 
SPACE logo, the Speed Champions logo, the Technic logo, the 
BrickHeadz square head and stylized H logos, the Insiders logo, 
the Kingfisher logo, the Retro Radio logo, the TUXEDO CAT 
logo, the AR Technic badge, the Airlock badge, the 25 Years 
of LEGO Star Wars badge, the 3in1 badge and the 4+ logo are 
trademarks and/or copyrights of the LEGO Group. ©2024 The 
LEGO Group. All rights reserved.

Exclusive Available only through LEGO.com,  
the LEGO® Catalog and LEGO Stores.

Hard to Find Available only through LEGO.com,  
the LEGO® Catalog, LEGO Stores and select retail stores.

Indicates product qualifies for Free Shipping  
on orders over $35.

   CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

Small parts warning. Not for children under 3 years.

   CHOKING HAZARD (1,3). Not for under 3 yrs.

Toy contains small parts and a small ball.  
Not for children under 3 years.  

Scan the QR code  
to find additional  
information on returns, 
shipping methods, sales 
tax and store locations 
on LEGO.com.
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Mirabel Madrigal

40753    AGES 10+    179 PIECES

$9.99

Joy, Sadness & Anxiety

40749    AGES 10+    300 PIECES

$19.99

Stitch

40674    AGES 10+    152 PIECES

$9.99

Carl, Russell & Kevin

40752    AGES 10+    308 PIECES

$19.99

Find more  
LEGO® BrickHeadz™

products online!

The Mirabel Madrigal 
figure stands over 

3.5" tall!

©Disney ©Disney

©Disney/Pixar

Joy stands over 
3.5" tall, Anxiety stands 
over 3" tall and Sadness 

stands over 2" tall!

©Disney/Pixar

The buildable Carl figure stands over  
3.5" tall, the buildable Russell figure stands 
over 3" tall and the buildable Kevin figure 

stands over 5" tall!

The buildable  
Disney Stitch model  

features 5 different shades 
of blue and stands on  
a sturdy baseplate!

Stands over  
3" tall!
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The Pirate Ship Voyage

21259    AGES 8+    166 PIECES

  CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

$14.99

The Wolf Stronghold

21261    AGES 8+    312 PIECES

  CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

$34.99

BRING PLAY TO LIFE

Boat does not float!

Measures over  
4" high, 5.5" long  

and 2" wide!

 This pirate ship is a buildable  
vehicle playset featuring a squid, camel,  

2 pirate figures (a Swashbuckler and  
a Buccaneer), plus accessories!

Measures over  
4.5" high, 6" wide  

and 5" deep!

Tame a wild wolf, battle  
skeletons and make use of a 

variety of crafting equipment in 
this forest explorer-hero toy!

© 2024 Mojang AB. All Rights Reserved. Minecraft, the 

Minecraft logo, the Mojang Studios logo and the Creeper 

logo are trademarks of the Microsoft group of companies.

© 2024 Mojang AB. All Rights Reserved. Minecraft, the 

Minecraft logo, the Mojang Studios logo and the Creeper 

logo are trademarks of the Microsoft group of companies.

© 2024 Mojang AB. All Rights Reserved. Minecraft, the 

Minecraft logo, the Mojang Studios logo and the Creeper 

logo are trademarks of the Microsoft group of companies.

The Windmill Farm

21262    AGES 8+    462 PIECES

  CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

$54.99

Find more  
LEGO® Minecraft®  
products online!

Measures over  
7.5" high, 6.5" wide  

and 4.5" deep!

 Kids role-play with a  
hand-operated windmill, baking  

bread and cake, farming sugar cane and 
wheat, weaving clothes from sheep's wool 

and fending off a zombie attack!

FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $35    |    31

Aston Martin Safety Car & AMR23

76925    AGES 9+    564 PIECES

$44.99

Mercedes-AMG G 63  
& Mercedes-AMG SL 63

76924    AGES 10+    808 PIECES

$44.99

Lamborghini Lambo V12 
Vision Gran Turismo

76923    AGES 10+    230 PIECES

$26.99

Find more  
LEGO® Speed 
Champions 
products online!

The Aston Martin AMR23 
measures over 1.5" high,  
7.5" long and 3" wide!

The Mercedes-AMG G 63 
measures over 2.5" high, 

7" long and 3" wide!

Includes 2 driver  
minifigures to play  
out vehicle races!

Measures over 
1.5" high, 6" long 

and 2.5" wide!

Includes a driver 
minifigure to place inside 

the cockpit for racing 
action!

Includes 2 driver  
minifigures with helmets to 

play out racing action!

The “Aston Martin” and “Aston Martin Aramco Cognizant F1 Team” names and associated logos (and 
all other names, logos and associated trademarks incorporated in and/or applied to this product – 
collectively, “Product IP”) are owned by or licensed to Aston Martin Lagonda Limited and/or AMR GP 
Limited. All Product IP is used under license by the LEGO Group. All rights reserved.

The “Lamborghini” and “Lamborghini Bull and Shield” trademarks, copyrights, designs and models are used under license from 
Automobili Lamborghini S.p.A, Italy.  Vision GT logo is a registered trademark or trademark of Sony Interactive Entertainment Inc.

RACE INTO ACTION

“/////AMG“, “Mercedes-Benz“ and “Three-pointed star in a ring“  are the intellectual  
property of Mercedes-Benz Group AG.  They are used by the LEGO Group under license.
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Tournament Temple City

71814    AGES 14+    3,489 PIECES

Discover all the excitement at Tournament Temple City 
with this detailed rockface model. It looks great on 
display and has lots of features, including a 4-tiered 
pagoda, a posable dragon, an airship, a bridge, 2 battle 
platforms, falling rocks and much more. It also comes 
with 13 minifigures so kids can play out amazing ninja 
adventures from season 2 of NINJAGO® Dragons Rising.

 

$249.99

INSPIRE NINJA QUESTS

Find more  
LEGO® NINJAGO®

products online!

Lloyd

Lord Ras Jordana Mr. Pale Temple Guard Bleckt Blacksmith Roby

Cole Zane Nya Arin Wyldfyre

Includes  
13 minifigures!

Measures over 
19" high, 25" wide 

and 12.5" deep!

FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $35    |    33

TAKE ON AN EPIC BUILD

Notre-Dame de Paris

21061    AGES 18+    4,383 PIECES

  CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

Immerse yourself in the history of Notre-Dame 
de Paris. Each bag of bricks takes you through a 
phase in the Gothic cathedral’s evolution from the 
laying of the first stone in 1163. Carry out architect 
Viollet-le-Duc's 19th-century redesign work and 
more. Build the interior columns and arches, and 
the iconic towers and central spire, until you’ve 
captured this spectacular landmark in all its glory.

$229.99

Find more  
LEGO® Architecture 
products online!

Experience every step in the architectural  
evolution of an iconic Paris landmark through the ages  

with this LEGO® Architecture building set for adults!

Admire the rose  
windows, remove the  
roof to view interior 
columns and arches  

and lift off the towers  
to take a closer  

look inside!

Measures over 
13" high, 8.5" wide 

and 16" deep!

1163-1182 1200-12251182-1200 1225-1786
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Retro Radio

10334    AGES 18+    906 PIECES

 

$99.99

Kingfisher Bird

10331    AGES 18+    834 PIECES

$49.99

DISCOVER CREATIVE JOY

Measures over  
8" high, 12" wide  
and 6.5" deep!

This set includes  
all you need to craft a  

LEGO® interpretation of the majestic 
kingfisher with a fish catch, plus a 

water setting that doubles  
as a display stand!

Smart device 
not included!

Measures over 
12" high, 9" wide 
and 2.5" deep!

This creative building set includes 
everything you need to build a non-working 

replica of a 1970s portable radio with a foldup 
carrying handle and antenna!

Turn the power and tuning dials  
to experience the warm crackle of analog 
signals and music snippets from the sound 

brick and remove the back panel  
to mount a smartphone!

The model kingfisher  
comes with a posable head  

and claws, and the water setting 
with buildable reeds doubles  

as a display stand!

FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $35    |    35

The Lord of the Rings: Barad-dûr™

10333    AGES 18+    5,471 PIECES

Immerse yourself in a rewarding project with 
this Lord of the Rings: Barad-dûr™ building 
set for adults. Craft a meticulously detailed 
replica of the ominous fortress, its soaring 
tower elevating the menacing Eye of Sauron™ 
high above Middle-earth™. This stunning 
model makes a striking centerpiece for the 
home or office and comes with 10 iconic 
characters for recreating epic movie scenes.

 

$459.99

Rear  
view!

The black gate is automated,  
the Eye of Sauron™ illuminates and the 
4-section modular structure features 
detailed rooms, including a weapons 

forge, throne room and prison!

The fortress measures  
over 32.5" high, 17.5" wide  

and 12" deep!

© New Line Productions Inc. All rights reserved. THE LORD OF THE RINGS TRILOGY and all 
names of the characters, items, events, and places therein are ™ of Middle-earth Enterprises, 
LLC under license to New Line Productions, Inc. (s24)



Tuxedo Cat 

21349    AGES 18+    1,710 PIECES

Build your passion for animals, art and design with this 
lifelike (and allergy-friendly!) tuxedo cat display model. 
Recreate the distinctive black fur and white underbelly 
of a tuxedo cat with LEGO® bricks. Choose yellow or 
blue eyes and build the cat with either an open or 
closed mouth. Display your striking creation and adjust 
the head, ears, paws and tail for cute feline poses.

$99.99

Select yellow or blue eyes  
and build the cat with either  

an open or closed mouth!

Rotate the cat’s head and 
adjust the ears, paws and tail 

for different poses!

Stands over 
12.5” tall!

Find more  
LEGO® Ideas 
products online!

ORDER TODAY!    
1-844-903-5346 • LEGO.com 

Find a LEGO® Store near you at stores.LEGO.com
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